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Borrowed time short film

If you're looking for a quick blast of inspiration to spur you on, a beautifully crafted short film can do wonders. Here we have assembled a list of awesome 3D short films that have been released in recent years that will make you laugh, cry, and in some cases tremble. For more information about 3D goodness, see 20 best 3D 2012.So, sit, relax and enjoy...
Fantastic Flying Books Mr. Morris LessmoreCyber Monday deals: see all the best deals right now! This gorgeous short film, directed by two founders of the creative agency Moonbot studios, William Joyce and Brandon Oldenburg, recently won an Oscar for Best Animated Short. And it's easy to see why the movie's narrative and visuals are expertly crafted.
The short tells the story of Mr. Lessmore and his love of books. While quietly writing one day, Mr. Lessmore finds himself in the midst of a freak storm that literally uproots him, his city and even the words on his page. As he goes about recovering from the disaster, Mr. Lessmore comes over to a friendly book that takes him to a new home and life. The popular,
captivating story has also become an interactive iPad app that, like the film, allows its audience to completely disappear from its magic.3D software to use: MayaRUINIt is all about thrill-sharing in this eight-minute CG jam created by Wes Ball and his studio Oddball Animation. The amazing quality of graphics and animation in this short film is reflected in the
number of YouTube hits it accumulated a month after its release, which eventually was just over 450,000. Not to mention the 150,000 Vimeo positions he received in just 48 hours. Sci-fi adventure, set in a post-apocalyptic future, is a simple story. The man finds something he shouldn't, the bad guys understand and the mother of all the chase sequences
begins. Everything from film, from choreography and composition to CG, animation and musical score is completely spot on. Some of the movie's most impressive effects happen towards the end so keep an eye on a truly stunning daring-fuck motorcycle to jump nearby (not that you miss it!). All we can say is more please! 3D software used: Lightwave,
ModoROSAContinue the post-apocalyptic theme of ROSA - an epic sci-fi short film created by Spanish animator Jess Orellana. There are two things that make ROSA particularly stand out; first, the fact that this young solo artist only has a year to create and secondly, the thorough quality of his work. In this 10-minute short film, the world and all nature, as we
know it's gone. From the destruction awakens rosa, the cyborg introduced the Kernel Project - mankind's last attempt to restore the Earth. But ROSA quickly learns that she is not the only unit to have woken up and must also fight for her survival. When ROSA was first seen back in 2010, it immediately generated a buzz within the film industry, resulting in a
feature-length version of the short-lived. And we wait to see this!3D software to use: Blender, Daz StudioSintelSintel finds that this led to our list for two reasons. First, because it is fantastic in every aspect and secondly because of its unique development story. The short film was started in 2009. After generous donations from the internet community and the
recruitment of 3D artists interested in participating, Durian's team in charge of Sintel was created soon after. The 15-minute film tells the story of a girl named Sintel looking for a baby dragon named Libra. Subsequent flashbacks show that Sintel found Libra injured and suffering from her back to health, forming a very close bond in the process. But during
recovery, Libra is captured by an adult dragon and Sintel begins an quest to save him. The film itself was successfully released in late 2010 and continues to grow in popularity, as evidenced by a short YouTube page alone, with over 3 million views.3D software used: BlenderThe LonerSee little gem short is a product of Korean creators Sticky Monster Lab
aka FLA. The film debuted in Seoul's first record and CD fair late last year, using the soundtrack of feel-good indie rock band Freaks. But the film itself is far from feel-good, rather than offering a dark take on friendship. The short tells the story of Loner, who sits around all day staring at his knees while society passes him. Starting in her messy bedroom, she
soon moves to the curb outside, where she meets a small pink dog, Ke, who is keen to befriend her. But will Loner take it? This sad but truly gorgeous story gives a refreshing new take on the subject of the narrative and presents a gorgeous bold graphic style. The film is produced and directed in a way that leaves you feeling mixed emotions, although the
overwhelming one will no doubt admiration its creators. Sad, but beautiful. PythagasaurusWhy the Oscar-winning studio Aardman has made its name through claymation, it is by no means the scope of their talent. And Pythagasaurus is a great example of the capability of the Aardman team. Give the creations a free rein and it's such a quality narrative,
characters and set designs they come up with. Hooray, can you hear me? Pythagasaurus tells the story of a mad dinosaur who loves mathematics. The comedic story draws two villagers eager to ask the genius mathematician if a volcano that has just arrived on its doorstep destroys their home when it erupts. After finding Pythagasaurus, the villagers get an
answer. But was it who they were looking for? While Aardman usually focused on animations suitable for the whole family, this brief is aimed at a more mature audience with casual profanity and occasional bloody death. And we love this!3D software used: MayaLoomLoom is a good example of some talented 3D artists who have in recent years. The short
film was created in 2010 by four students - Jan Bitzer, Ilija Brunck, Csaba Letay and Regina Welker - for their latest project at the film and media training facility filmakademie.The ambitious project is a fully photorealistic series depicting a moth caught on the spider's web. The five-minute film includes a series of truly jaw-dropping, detailed close-ups of nature
taking its course, which you find hard to believe is not live-action. And the quality of production leaves you just looking forward. Since the film's release, the student quartet has gone on to form a successful production studio polynoid and short has won many acclaimed industry awards, including Best International Animation Short Film at the Monterrey
International Film Festival.Just. Normal. Awesome.3D: SoftimageFriendsheepIt's not easy to have a wolf. This funny short film was created by Valencia-based school animation PrimerFrame founder Jaime Maestro and enrolled students, proving that it's not just professional studios creating high-quality 3D movies. This traditional fairytale model takes the
company's twist and makes it seriously in a lot of style. The story tells the window of a cleaner wolf who, while working, comes over to an office full of succulent sheep. Unable to resist the lure of his favorite meal, he lands himself working on the same floor in one thing sense. Dinner.Although only released a few months ago, the film has already received
recognition within the industry, winning the public vote for best short film and award nominations. Brilliantly executed and hilariously funny film.3D software used: 3ds Max, Maxwell rendererBackwater GospelIn a complete change of mood, the last thing you feel like doing after watching Backwater Gospel laughs. Instead, you tremble as the Reaper waits for
the inhabitants of the small town to turn against each other so that he can claim his next victim. The film is a brilliant example of the crazy sums of talent currently coming out of the world's animation schools - in this case, Denmark's renowned institution Animation Workshop.A original, spooky animation tells the story of a small isolated community in the Dust
Bowl in the 1930s. The city is a seemingly doomed undertaker from a regular visit, always preceded by death. But one day, the gloomy promise fails and tensions build as the terrified townspeople of Backwater wait for someone to die. This chilling story is a wonderful work of art, which is also recognized by over half a million people on its YouTube page.
Truly sublime work.3D used software: MayaMeet BuckOur's latest entry is the creation of Team Cerf - a group of students who graduated from the highly regarded French animation imature Supinfocom. The quality of the work is clear four and a half minutes short, which is fun, stylish and certainly you have a grin from ear to ear. Buck is actually a cool, dear-
headed teenager with an incredibly adoring and affectionate girlfriend. But his somewhat bizarre head does not bother his other half, it certainly bothers his deer hunting father. He pulls out the gun, Buck finds the door, and the chase is on. Literally. The cartoony, madcap animation has gone down the storm since it appeared so if you haven't seen it yet check
it out!3D software: 3ds MaxAnd that's it now! We're doing our best to find the top job out there, but is there anything we've missed? Or is there a short film that you think deserves to be included? If so, let us know in the comments box below... You can also check out the in-depth stories of short 3D movies and industry insights from our sister site 3D
World.Written by Kerrie Hughes Hughes
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